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**Reviewer's report:**

**Major Compulsory Revisions**
1) To explain the effect of variation of contents of main ingredients in ItoneTM because the natural extract is not constant.

2) To evaluate the effect of vehicle of PHF (ItoneTM) in all pharmacological and toxicological assays.

**Minor Essential Revisions**
1) To explain ItoneTM in more detail, for example, composition, lot numbers, etc.

2) To explain the line color in Fig.6. The color difference is showing that of monitoring mass unit?

3) To put the amount of dosing/concentration of each drugs in Table 2,3.

4) Please recheck the sentence and word, again.

For example,
- i. Atleast -> At least (P4 line3)
- ii. 4ml/kg -> 4 ml/kg (P9 line7)
- iii. for two min -> for 2 min (P9 line25)

**Level of interest:** An article of importance in its field

**Quality of written English:** Needs some language corrections before being published

**Statistical review:** No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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